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Time-Frequency Analysis of E-M Signals Emitted itom 
a Partial Discharge Occurring in GIs using Wavelet Transform 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It's more important to develop a dmgno&c technque 
to maintain a function of an ek"l equipment and to 
prevent a breakdovvn. It's greatly requested to meaflve 
apartial discharge ( P D )  which is a symptom d a n  
insu lab  breakdown OcCurrLng in Gas Insulated 
Switchgear ( GIS ). Essentdly, CIS is designed not to 
be needed the maintenance. However in case af an 
insulation breakdown, it takes a long penod fbr the 
restoraticn and the breakdown causes serious damages 
to a system operatian. 
T h d r e ,  it's very important to develop the 
dqmxtic tshmque to detect PD occufiing in GIs. 
When PD occuning in GIS is to be detected under the 
operation d the app.ratus, a sensor is placed inside or 
on the surface d t l i e  apparatus for a better detection 
sensitivity in many cases. This internal diagnostic 
t e h q u e  may attain a h@er S/N ratb. However it's 
not applicable to live hgh-voltage apparatuses from a 
safe point dview. It therehe, is important to develop a 
nonantact method fbr detecting the symptom. 
Especially it is genlerally reported that the discharge 
hel of PD increases in case d the insulation 
breakdown, therekxe, a continuous observation of PD 
leadstothepredictionaftheinsulah breakdown. 
In this paper we propose a new method to detect PD 
occuflcing in GIs using the Wavelet bran$orm[l][2] 
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which can pmide y>ynamu: spectrum" in the time- 
firecIuency domain and experimentally show the 
Dynamu: spectrum of the wideband E-M waves 
emitkdhmPD.Thismethodisshowntobeuseful 
and progressive detecting PD. 
2 WAVELET WSF'ORM [1][21 
The Wavelet z" has been applied to a n a l p  
"Dynarmc spectrum" of various phenomena instead of 
"Power spectrum" by the Fourier t" because the 
formula af the Fourier transform h e  is quite 
inadequate in many applications such as analysis of 
non-stationary sgnals and real-time signal pmcessing. 
The Wavelet " afa functionf(t), with respect 
to a given admissble mother wavelet y(t) , is defined 
as the equation(1). 
a : the scale parameter 
b : the translation parameter 
The mother wavelet y(t) is scaled by the scale 
parameter " a "  and translated by the trans)ation 
parameter " b  ", mpectively. Any Mte energy signal is 
mapped* the time (or space) domain to a finite 
energy t " e " l  distribution in the scale- 
translation (wavelet domain). A wavelet domain 
coegicient (Wyf)(b,a) is computed for each the scale 
parametm " a " and the translation parameter b ", that 
is, the Wavelet " breaks the signal f ( t )  down 
into component pieces and these pieces are d e d  or
operated on instead af the function f ( t ) .  The mother 
wavelet ~ ( t )  is defined as the fbllowing equation (2). 
jv(?)d? = 0 (2) 
--oo 
The mother wavelet is one that cycle ( oscillate), have 
finite energy, and have an average value of zero. We 
regard the " l / a "  term in the equation (1) as the 
following equation (3). 
(3) 
1 - = 2  Zj- 
a 
f: frequencywzl 
The translation parameter " b  " is used to t;ranslate a 
time-localization window in d e r  to cover the whole 
time domain for ext" * g loud information d the 
function f ( t ) .  The unitary ref" to the energy 
normalization performed by the "l/&" term that 
keeps the energy d the scaled mother wavelet equal to 
the energy ofthe original mother wavelet. 
In this paper we use the real part of Gabor mother 
wavelet which is achieved by using a Gaussian function 
given as equation (4), where CT =8 voluntarily decided. 
i.2 
2 
~ ( t )  = e cos(t) (4) 
We vary the frequency "f" i h m  20 to 2 0 0 W I  
because the hquency bandwidth afa bioonical antenna 
used in this paper is fi" 20 to 200 m]. As a record 
length of an acquired data is 2.5b], the time- 
localization window is moved from 0 to 2 5 b ]  by the 
translation parameter "b".  Hence, we observe the 
Dynamic spectrum af the wide-band E-M waves 
emitted h m  PD in the time-hquency domain afwhich 
time window is 2.5b]  and fkpency bandwidth is h m  
20 to 200 m] using the Wavelet tzansbrm. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL, METHOD 
A 77 kV, three-phase model GIs was used in the 
experiment to generate a C O ~ M  discharge as shown in 
Fg.1 . The wmna dwharge source, which was 
regarded as PD, was d in the model GIs. Ofthe 
three-phase high voltage buses in the model GIs, one 
bus was provided with a needle-shaped elecbcode and 
another bus was provided with a plane-shaped electrode. 
The distance between the needle-- and the 
p l a n e - e l d e  was lo["]. A s ingle-ph  AC. 
voltage to ground was apphed to the bus pmvided with 
the needle-electrode. No voltage was applied to the 
other two phase buses. The gas @Fe) pressure was 0 
Fg/cm"] (the pressure d t h e  atmmphere). 
The wide-band E-M waves emitted b n  PD was 
received by an external antenna as shown in Q.2 The 
antenna was a wide-range biconical antema ( the 
bandwidth : 20-200[MHz], EMCO 30140. The signal 
received by the antenna was inputted into a digital 
storage OSQUL36COPe @SO). The samphg interval was 
2.5[ns], and the record length was 2.5[)19]. The data 
+en into the computer were recorded in a magnetic 
G I S  n I Needle-Plane electrode I 
Slide rheostat 
* 
0.94 [nl 
Needle-Plane Electrode P 
G 1 s 35*35[m1 Biconical antenna 
: 20-200 [MHZl) 
(Frequency band 
disc. A resistance O[QD was inserted in the 
wire ofthe GIs and the dwharge level of PD 
was m d  by measuring the Current pulse hmng 
through the resistanoe. 
4 TIME-FREQUENCYANAIX'SSOFPD 
The magnitude of the applied voltage was varied to 
change the discharge level dPD. Fig.3 shows the wide- 
band E-M waves received by the antenna arranged at 
35.35[m] (voluntarily decideCD fiwn PD when the 
dmhaqelevels were at 500 [PC] and2000 [pc]. It is 
diEcult to estimate the dmiharge level by measuring 
the amplitude d the E-M waves emitted f" PD, 
because the amplitude is decreased by afktxx d t h e  
distance ( :U distance ) and is attenuated by the 
weathersuchasrain,slowandsoan.Iftherearemany 
PD sotmes, the amplitude is &iixted because the E-M 
waves emittedhm them are interferedeach other. 
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transform. The Dyrtamic spectrum is represented as the 
absolute value. The time window is 25b] and the 
frequency bandwidth is h m  20 to 200 [MHZ]. Clearly, 
when the discharge level of PD is at 500 [PC], the main 
component of the I'wency d the E-M waves is the 
hgh fhquency band (120 - 200 D D .  On the other 
hand, the main component d t h e  hquency shifts to the 
lower hxpency band (20 - 80 lM.HzD at 2OOO IpC]. 
Furthermore, when the discharge level is inmead, the 
duration-time of the lower Srepuency band becomes 
more longer. Then$ore it is important to de- the 
component ofthe bwer Srepuency band (20 - 80 LMHiD 
of the E-M waves h the point of view af the indation 
diagnosis. 
5. DE;TE(JIWC: E-M WAVES OF MINUTE PD 
BURIE.D UNDER FM RADIO 
It'sneededtodetectaminutePDintherangeofa 
few hundred [PC] in case d the application d the 
system@ 
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5 The EM waws emated &omminutam). "he didarge level 
ofPDwas ~ 7 O I p ~ b r n i e d u n d ~ t h e ~ ~ w a v e ( F M r e d i o ) .  
minute PD buried under mtinuous wave such as FM 
radio. 
Fig.5 shows the E-M waves emitted from the minute 
PD of which discharge level was 17OIpCl. The distance 
between the fault point and the antenna was 3.36[ml 
which is voluntarily decided. It is hard to distinguish 
the E-M waves d PD 6” other signals by the 
amplitude. F‘1g.6 shows the Dynamic spectnun d the 
received signals using the Wavelet trans€orm. This 
Frequency [M.lzl figure shows that the occunmce-time d PD is about 
1.25bI and the PD signal can be clearly dutqmhed 
from the continuous signal which is FM radio (about 80 
W D .  Therefore, this system is Jery useful for 
detecting the E-M waves emitted from minute PD 
buried under the continuous wave such as FM radio. 
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the practical insulation dmgnmis of GIs. Furthermore 
it‘s needed to detect the E-M waves emitted from the 
6. CONCLUSION 
We proposed a new method to detect a partial 
discharge (PD) omwring in GIs using the Wavelet 
the time-ikquency domain. As it is important to 
develop a noncontact method for detecting the 
insulation fault, we analyzed the E-M waves emitted 
from PD. 
Clearly, there was a amdation between the 
dischargeleve1ofPDandtheDy”cspectmmdthe 
E-M waves emitted f h m  PD. The results demonstmted 
that, when the discharge level was low, the main 
component of the frequency a f  the E-M waves was high 
fkquency band ( 120 - 200 [MHZ] ), and as the 
dx&arge level was increasd, the component shifted to 
the lower frequency band (20 - 80 -1) and the 
duration-time d t h e  lower6requency band in& 
The minute PD in the range of a few hundred [PC] 
could be clearly d&mguhhed 5” the continuous 
signal such as FM radio. Therehe, this system was 
very useful for detecting the symptom af the insulation 
breakdown occurring in GIs. 
traIls€oIm which can pmvide ”Dynamic spectrum” in 
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